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Iron Dogecoin is a new meme-token fan-based on the �gure of IRON MAN 
in a doge version. 

With respect to other project this one is based on a marketing fee that the 
owner claims to be used to increase the holders to 100,000. Another part of 
the bnb trading fee will be stored in a Vault that will be used to buyback and 
BURN Irod Dogecoin to restabilize the price chart during heavy dumps to 
protect the investors and let the journey go on! 

The contract is secured and trading cannot be stopped. 

The Audit is passed with no red �ags!
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

20,000,000 $IRONDOGEIron Dogecoin

PROJECT INFORMATION

Name

Presale on Pinksale

Launch Type & Date

1,000,000,000 $IRONDOGE

Total Supply

5% Marketing
5% Buyback and burn Fee

 

Taxes

To be announced

Max Transaction

Max Wallet

Token Distribution
45% Presale
12% Private sale & partnership
40% Pcs Liquidity
3% Exchange Listing

20,000,000 $IRONDOGE
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Iron Dogecoin is the heroic version of Dogecoin. It has arrived on
Binance's Smart Chain to multiply your BNBs.

Two simple features, burning and marketing to give you the best
chance of moon. No rewards, no ponzi or other forms of deception: you 
moon if you buy and hold, simple as that! Iron Doge will do the rest for you.

The next Doge and Shiba has arrived! he will kill the zeros with his
superpower! WOOF!

IronDoge will use part of the fees collected to do strategic buybacks
of $IRONDOGE, all tokens acquired will be burned making it a de�ationary 
token.

It will combine this with a strong utility including staking (initially
of Irondoge's native token, $IRONDOGE, but there are future plans to
provide staking pools of various BSC & ETH Tokens) and a Dashboard,
which shows the values of the user's funds in USD and $IRONDOGE.

Iron Dogecoin is a community driven token / platform.
Iron Dogecoin will be heard everywhere among the crypto telegram
community thanks to in�uencers and crypto gurus. 

Further plans to launch a marketing campaign on TikTok and Twitter to raise 
awareness and reach 100,000 holders. This will likely go hand in hand with
the launch of parts of its ecosystem.

In its �nal stage of development Iron Dogecoin is aiming for a bridge
between Bsc and Ethereum, when Ethereum �nally becomes 2.0 and
fees are lower so that it will be purely decentralized.

Buy Iron Dogecoin and your value will go up, you have to hold it for a
long time otherwise this will not be possible. You can day trade or
gamble if you want but Iron Dogecoin will not be responsible if you
miss the moonshot.

When it is ready to �y and control its superpower it will explode
and you will be left behind. Don't miss!

DEVELOPER’S SUBMITTED DESCRIPTION



Contract Analyzed [Solidity v. 0.8.3]

https://bscscan.com/address/0x0db6ba8795020a110533da8f62d9ea8766b92922#code
 
HIGH – 0 Risk 

Medium – 1 Risks 

Low – 2 Risks 

Minimal – 0 Risk
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SECURITY QUICK REPORT

Risk assessment is color-coded for convenience. 
The risks are as follows, and their respective colors:
 
High - Could either honeypot, rug, somehow scam the user, or prevent the 
contract from functioning as intended.

Medium – This could allow the owner to stop trading while being able
to trade himself, make the user lose money, or something similar. 

Low – Risks that could allow the owner to somehow have an edge, allow 
users he chooses to have an edge, or the ability to manipulate the contract, 
prices, or something similar.

Minimal - Risks that are not potentially investment-threatening, but need to 
be mentioned anyway.



Owner Receives Auto-Liquidity [Medium Risk]

The owner receives all-new liquidity from the auto-liquidity tax. He can then 
do anything with this liquidity, including unpairing it.
 

Limitless Exclusions [Low Risk]

The owner can set any address to be excluded from fees or rewards at any 
time.

Manual buyBack [Low Risk]

The buyback is triggered manually by an external wallet, that receive the 
funds. 

https://bscscan.com/address/0x6316b0d28ba7eeb7a398c803a4e5d0f7183a5391
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SECURITY & CODE

IRON DOGE LP HOLDERS

This token is not launched yet so no liquidity exist. Since this token will be sold 
in a pre-sale the liquidity will be locked directly by the launchpad.

Pay attention for how long it will be locked!

LP Address:
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Lorem ipsum

DEV/OWNER WALLET

Deployer/Owner wallet:    0xEBCDe14E927015d398D0a9D0cD1912a4E7860�0

This wallet has particular privileges and is the only one able to execute a particular 
class of functions that are onlyowner. 

The contract is not renounced, however this contract donesen’t let the Dev take 
control of trading. 

If swapEnabled is set to true,  new liquidity will be generated by the contract  
and BNB will be sent to particular wallets. The contract sell tokens when swap 
enabled is true and when the contract token balance overcame a threshold. 
Tokens will be sold in little batches without a�ecting heavily the price. 

The team can turn OFF the swapEnabled function when needed, check 
https://t.me/IronDogecoin to know more. 

The 5% BNB tax will be collected in this wallet that the team has publicly 
declared: 0xD59dD66846A556c5E94A058c5F119C800D43c5ed.

 

10% tax is deducted from transfers and stored in the contract.
Those tokens are NOT withdrawable by the team or owner. 

HOW DO THE CONTRACT WORKS?



Nothing in this contract is overtly malicious or purposely coded to put users 
at risk. The contract is SAFE. Trading is still risky, high price �uctuations can 
occurr. 

Minor risks are present and are average ones that can be found in most con-
tracts.

The decentralization of this contract is high, and all the safety measures have 
been taken by the team. 

It is worth mentioning that the owner cannot set the fees higher than the 
default ones, fees can only be lowered. As well as for the Max Transaction and 
MaxWallet the owner cannot stop trading by abusing of these functions. 

The ownership is not renounced thus giving a centralization factor, however 
the contract is reliable and any issue can be widely corrected and solved 
promptly by the dev team.

Future listings in centralized exchange can be overtaken without issues since 
the owner can update the whitelisted addresses list thus including the new 
exchange wallet. 

The transparency of the contract is high, all major variables are present and 
several public functions can be called by the investors to check the numbers, 
the team wallets unlock time and several other indicators for the sake of tran-
sparency.

A Professional ANTISNIPER is in place. For the �rst 3 blocks after launch all 
executed transactions will be reverted, thus blocking all snipers that are trig-
gered as soon as liquidity is added. Plus all transactions tiggered by the same 
wallet during the same block will be reverted. A gas limit function is present 
to avoid using excessive gas.

Please Do Your Own Research.

Investing in crypto assets is always risky. Not investment advice.
We evaluate the safety of the code, the tokenomics, the wallet distribution.
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CLOSING NOTES



https://bscscan.com/address/0x0db6ba8795020a110533da8f62d9ea8766b92922#code

https://t.me/IronDogecoin

https://www.irondoge.org/

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x0db6ba8795020a110533da8f62d9ea8766b92922

https://mobile.twitter.com/irondogee?s=11

https://9c502df5-f07d-42ec-87e1-d165cab72072.�lesusr.com/ugd/8ad977_56f06290fb6f42b584f16c87584aeb8e.pdf
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